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Our 
culture

...is the shared memory of 
historical experiences and 
creative action that we all 
carry with us. Greece is a 
captivatinG land. 

each nook and cranny is a surprise and a bewitching image. 
around every corner something new and exciting emerges be-
fore you. lush or stark. serene or harsh.  unruly or harmonious. 

pictures of Greek culture, one after another, are as dazzling 
as golden florins. toppled columns, statues, ruins of ancient 
temples. agamemnon and clytemnestra walked these very 
grounds. electra waited for orestes. today they all come alive 
in ancient plays performed in the original theatres. myths inter-
twined with customs, stories, and art can be found everywhere 
from the islands to continental Greece. mosaics and frescoes. 
charms, dreams, fables. Byzantine domes that stare doggedly at 
the heavens. surrounded by sea and golden sand. shady arch-
ways, windmills, tall proud towers. the sun scatters its bounty 
with an open hand. each picture is taken straight form Greek 
nature and culture. an old wise crone sits outside her house in 
the street embroidering. the balcony of another house is strewn 
with tomatoes left to dry in the sun. the images disappear and 
pop up again. they keep you company along a path on majestic 
mount athos or in a shadowed arcade of one of its monumen-
tal monasteries. Beauty has defined Greece’s cultural course 
through the ages. ancient, Byzantine and modern Greek civiliza-
tion has always idealized beauty, which has been a constant in 
Greek tradition and the warmth of celebrated Greek hospitality. 

Greece is a magnet for visitors, men of letters and intellectuals. 
peregrinations were captured in beautiful pictures and famous 
words. european and world travellers visited this country in ever 
increasing numbers from the mid-eighteenth century onwards 
and left voluminous and varied accounts of their journeys. thirst 
for knowledge lured visitors and continues to capture their at-
tention. antiquity was and still is an open invitation that draws 
westerners and many more to Greece. archaeologists and an-
tiquarians, lovers of classical philosophy, history and letters, 
came to the country, paid tribute to the world of ancient Greece 
and spread the word to the rest of the world. they were and still 
are the best ambassadors of Greek culture.

We are all G
reeks.

Percy Shelley 

(1792-1822)“

“
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understandably, Greeks treasure their culture. it gives them 
more than a sense of partaking in a common identity, moulded 
over more than 3,500 years of recorded history. it also gives 
them a sense of gratification for contributing to the global com-
munity. the Greek heritage is embedded in the Greek psyche 
and yet it is open to all. more than 5,000 years of cultural riches 
– from neolithic finds to striking examples of contemporary art- 
have found a hospitable home in more than 300 national and 
private museums. from the small everyday items to the grand 
sculptures, the Greek spirit is everywhere on display. 
the country is filled with unesco designated “world heritage 
sites” (acropolis, olympia, aigai, delphi, delos, epidaurus, Bas-
sae, samos, mount athos, meteora, mystras, mycenae, tiryns, 
patmos, thessaloniki, daphni, chios, rhodes, old town of corfu), 

bequeathing to the world exquisite works of art, stunning archae-
ological discoveries, icons of rare beauty and grandiose buildings. 
take the tour and come to “know thyself”, as the renowned phi-
losopher socrates would prompt you to do. climb up the “sacred 
rock”, the acropolis, which embodies the very idea of world her-
itage. a symbol of enduring achievements of the human spirit, 
acropolis is home to four masterpieces of classical Greek art, 
built about 2,500 years ago - parthenon, propylaea, erechtheion 
and the temple of athena nike. this is one of the reasons why 
the “sacred rock” is considered a cornerstone of western civili-
zation, an architectural masterpiece waiting to be discovered by 
every visitor. set only 800 feet away, the new acropolis museum 
brings together all the surviving artefacts ever found on the site. 
replicating the natural light of the acropolis, the museum’s 

Greece was the 
Birthplace of 
western culture. 
modern democracies, 
the judicial system, 
leGal equality, 
systematic thouGht 
and sciences, literary 
forms and art all 
owe a deBt to ancient 
times. 

masterful architecture allows you to view simultaneously the 
exhibits and the place from where they originated. 
visit marathon, the site of one of the most celebrated battles in 
world history. a simple burial mound commemorates the 192 
athenians who died a heroic death defeating the much greater 
persian forces and saving the city. But more than that, the battle of 
marathon was a pivotal moment in european history by defining 
-in effect- the boundaries and culture of the west. travel to the 
peloponnese where tyrins exudes the mycenaean grandeur of a 
fortress town, complete with captivating ruins of cyclopean walls. 
trace the vestiges of roman thessaloniki, the arch of Galerius, 
the rotunda and the roman agora. Go southwest to aigai, the an-
cient first capital of the Kingdom of macedonia, discovered near 
vergina. one of the royal tombs in the Great tumulus is identified 

as that of legendary philip ii, the father of alexander the Great. the 
majestic gold larnax (ossuary), with the sixteen-pointed star of the 
royal macedonian family is a must-see. 
cross the deep blue waters and travel back to one of the oldest 
civilizations, the cycladic; reach the sacred island of delos where 
the god apollo was born and visit santorini with the prehistoric 
city in akrotiri. sail to crete where the minoan palace of Knos-
sos continues to weave myth with architectural grandeur and 
unparalleled wall paintings. feel like going back in time as you 
stroll through long, pillared halls, climb up the grand staircase, 
enter the throne-room complex and end up at the queen’s meg-
aron apartments.
visit Greece and experience it for what it is: a world-class ar-
chaeological and historical wonderland. 

Wherever you go,  
whatever you do, a true cultural  
experience awaits you.

the acropolis museum

athens

thessaloniki archaeological museumthe tholos at delphi
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every neiGhBourhood  
has its church and every 
church has its flocK. 
lighting a candle, saying a prayer, or making the sign of 
the cross in the air are typical rituals of people that histori-
cally – during consecutive and harsh foreign occupations 
– turned to the orthodox church for guidance and comfort. 

from small chapels to large cathedrals, Greece’s holy places 
tell an interesting story of spirituality, beautiful architecture and 
unsurpassed works of art, inscribed on the unesco world her-
itage list. smell the incense that burns in one of the majestic 
Byzantine churches that adorn thessaloniki. start with the gran-
diose 5th century church of agios dimitrios, named after the 
city’s patron saint, and take the tour: agios panteleimon, church 
of the metamorphosis, panagia achiropiitos, agia sofia, agios 
nikolaos orfanos. 

meteora, the world-famous monasteries perched atop 
1,000-foot-high inaccessible rocks appear to be “suspended in 
mid-air”. observe silence as you enter the monastery of st. john 
the theologian in patmos island and the dark cave of the apoca-
lypse where he wrote the text of the revelation. visit the mon-
astery of hosios (saint) loukas, the hermit, who was canonized 
for his healing and prophetic powers. feel the tranquility as you 
marvel at some of Greece’s finest Byzantine frescoes. 

travel back in time. at the third peninsula of halkidiki, mount 
athos is the spiritual home to twenty monasteries and to small-
er dependencies (sketes) and hermitages. the complex be-
came agion oros (holy mountain) in the Byzantine era with a 

gold-sealed decree of emperor alexius i comnenus. many of the 
monasteries hide unimaginable treasures, including priceless 
books and rare icons. 

customs and traditions whose roots trace back to time imme-
morial, religious feasts and historical anniversaries, sometimes 
local and other national, provide occasion for celebration. visitors 
are more than welcome to enjoy these popular celebrations; 
without realizing it, they will eventually be drawn into them. 
running through the calendar and travelling in different parts of 
Greece, there are so many chances to be part of feasts and fairs. 

saints’ names are celebrated throughout the year in small and 
big panigyria (open-air festivities the day before and on the feast 
day of the saint) and everyone can participate in the celebration 
with pomp and circumstance. crowning all religious festivals 
is Greek easter. from the procession of epitaphios of christ, to 
holy saturday and the priest’s christos anésti (christ has risen), 
watch the Greeks as they become part of the commemoration 
and reenactment of events leading up to the death and resurrec-
tion of jesus christ. on easter sunday, fasting is finally broken; 
tables are set with maghiritsa (easter soup), roast lamb, red-
dyed hard-boiled eggs, and glasses of red wine. chances are 
that someone will invite you for a bite and a drink. 

tradition does not end here. the major Byzantine museums in 
athens, thessaloniki, veria, ioannina and Kastoria with enthral 
you with their splendid exhibits of traditional art. the life and times 
of the Greek people, their artworks, jewellery, wood-carving, 
needle-work and weaving are displayed along with traditional 
costumes, wooden farming tools and period furniture in folk and 
ethnological museums. do not miss the drawings by popular 
self-taught artist theophilos at the Greek folk art museum.

meteora patmos island

theofilos, erotokritos and aretoussa
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described of high aesthetic value, the Greek light has been 
hymned over the centuries by master poets. it was the light that 
astonished homer, Byron, hugo von hofmannsthal, dionysios 
solomos and the Greek nobel laureates Georgios seferis and 
odysseas elytis. this light astonished foreign travellers and 
heightened their senses. 

under the sun - the so-called “sovereign sun” as praised by ely-
tis - everything becomes clear. as it touches all things Greek, 
old and new, it reveals the beauty of the Greek culture, forever 
absorbing, renewing, mixing the dorian rhythm with the hellen-
istic detail, and the Byzantine fresco with the medieval element. 
it is a unique light, imparting a certain joie de vivre imbued with 
the age-old virtue of “philoxenia” (hospitality, welcome, shelter). 

“… it lies bathed in a light such as the eye has never yet be-
held, and in which it rejoices as though now first awakening 
to the gift of sight. This light is indescribably keen yet soft. It 

brings out the smallest details with clarity, a gentle clarity 
that makes the heart beat higher and enfolds the nearer view 
in a transfiguring veil - I can describe it only in these terms. 
Once can compare it to nothing except Spirit.”

hugo von hofmannsthal, “moments in Greece”

… Here the light penetrates directly to the soul, opens the 
doors and windows of the heart, makes one naked, exposed, 
isolated in a metaphysical bliss which makes everything 
clear without being known.”

henry miller, “the colossus of maroussi”

“It was a flapping of wings over azure shining waves, a spar-
kle of the sun on the rocks, we heard the sound of the foot-
steps of the nomadic waters on slabs the colour of embers,”

octavio paz, “Kostas papaioannou”

The light  of creation
the natural liGht of Greece, in its 
unrivalled limpidity and luminosity, 
was undouBtedly a fertilizinG and 
defininG condition for intellectual 
and artistic climaxes.
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Greece has been a major source of inspiration for the art 

movements in the 18th and 19th centuries. classicism and 

neoclassicism were deeply influenced by ancient Greek art 

borrowing forms, motifs, imagery and architecture through 

palladio’s interpretation of classical architecture. 

romanticism and philhellenism became inseparable sides of 

the intellectual movement in europe, which mobilized euro-

pean public opinion. europe displayed its remarkable solidar-

ity when the Greek war of independence broke in 1821 (lord 

Byron, shelley, delacroix). numerous romantic poets and men 

of letters (lamartine, nerval, Gautier et al.) travelled to Greece 

and they transubstantiated their impressions into enthusiastic 

texts where they celebrated the Greek landscape, the Greek 

light, the big blue. 

influence of Greece, ancient 
and modern, is clearly traced in 
romanticism (Goethe, hölderlin, 
huGo, chateauBriand). 

“Happy land of the Greeks, you house of them all, of the Heavenly, 
So it’s true what we have heard then, in the days of our youth?
Festive hall, whose floor is ocean, whose tables are mountains
Truly, in time out of mind built for a purpose unique!”

friedrich hölderlin, “Bread and wine” (transl. by michael hamburger).

“The isles of Greece, the Isles of Greece!
Where burning Sappho loved and sung, 
Where grew the arts of war and peace, 
Where Delos rose, and Phoebus sprung!
Eternal summer gilds them yet,”

lord George Gordon Byron, “don juan” (canto iii)

since ancient times the foreign travellers when touring Greece al-
ways stopped in athens and paid their homage to the city that sym-
bolized classical Greek civilization. their impressive eye-witness ac-
counts still ravish the modern reader with their passion and emotion. 

“Look once more, ere we leave this specular mount, 
Westward, much nearer by south-west; behold
Where on the Aegean shore a city stands, 
Built nobly, pure the air and light the soil- 
Athens, the eye of Greece, mother of Arts 
And Eloquence, native to famous wits.”

john milton, “paradise lost” (4th book, 236-241)

“A divine work! Athens, diviner yet, 
Gleamed with its crest of columns, on the will 
Of man, as on a mount of diamond, set;
For thou wert, and thine all-creative skill
Peopled, with forms that mock the eternal dead
In marble immortality, that hill
Which was thine earliest throne and latest oracle”

percy shelley, “ode to liberty” (v, 69-75)

eugène delacroix
Greek War of Independence 

aegina island
Hand engraving 
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typical is the case of the italian painter 
Giorgio de chirico, founder of the “met-
aphysical” art movement. his work is 
inspired by the influence of Greek cul-
ture and the recollections of his child-
hood in his native town, volos. recur-
ring leitmotifs in his paintings are the 
steam-powered train of pelion, jason 
and the argonauts, the centaur chiron 
and many other mythological themes; 
orpheus, hector and andromache, 
orestes.

the emblematic cycladic idols fasci-
nated with their simplicity of structure 
and potency of form, the great artists 
picasso, modigliani, and Brancusi.

the famous architect and urbanist le 
corbusier literally discovered the clas-
sical symmetry when visiting the ar-
chaeological sites of Greece, especial-
ly the parthenon, which he would later 
praise in his book “towards a new 
architecture”. also, the vernacular ar-
chitecture offered him a repertory of 
geometric forms and taught him the 
treatment of light and the utilization of 
landscape as an architectural frame.

“..It was at Athens, in 1865, that I first felt a strong back-

ward impulse, the effect being that of a fresh and bracing 

breeze coming from afar. The impression which Athens 

made upon me was the strongest which I have ever felt. 

There is one and only one place in which perfection ex-

ists, and that is Athens, which out-did anything I had 

ever imagined.” 

ernest renan, “prayer on the acropolis”.

senses dominate flaubert’s diary of his travel impressions. 
nature, sea, sun, love are recurrent themes. when he climbs 
up to the parthenon, he writes:…”It was very windy, the 
sun reigned, the sky was bright red over Aegina; behind 
the columns of the Propylaea, the sky spread in a golden 
yellow colour… on going to the Parthenon, I gazed for a 
long time at the chest with the perfectly round breasts 
that are made to madden you from love. Hail Athens!” 

G. flaubert, “the journey to Greece” 

in the 20th and 21st centuries the art of 
cinema does not cease to draw inspiration 
from Greece. filmmakers in hollywood and 
“cinecittà” had had a marked preference for 
scripts inspired from ancient Greek my-
thology and history. in 1942 the diving pio-
neer, famous for his shark documentaries, 
oscar –award-winner hans hass com-
pleted the filming of his second underwater 
movie called “men among sharks”, which 
was produced in the aegean sea (pagas-
etic Gulf, sporades, crete). many films fol-

lowed and tried to imprint on the lens the 
Greek landscape, essence and way of life.

“the Boy on the dolphin”, the “Guns of nav-
arone”, ‘america, america”, “the Big Blue”, 
“captain corelli’s mandolin”, “mamma mia”: 
these are only some of the films that es-
tablished Greece on the international film 
scene and made the Greek cultural identity 
known. at the same time, they are some 
of the best publicity tools for Greek destina-
tions, all over the world.

mykonos islandthe parthenon
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walk on the “Grande promenade” in the athens’ historic centre 
and stroll down history lane: acropolis, the ancient agora, the 
theatre of dionyssos, the roman agora, the temple of olympian 
zeus, and the Kerameikos cemetery form the core of ancient ath-
ens. up on the hill, pnyx conjures images of democracy in action, 
as the general assembly (ecclesia) met during pericles’ golden 
age and exercised “rule by the people”. take a break. have a light 
lunch and a shot of ouzo in plaka, the oldest neighbourhood of 
athens. pick up some great bargains at the monastiraki flea mar-
ket. sit on a bench at the city’s Green oasis, the national Garden. 

seize the day. there’s so much to explore. lose yourself in the 
labyrinthine back streets and medieval fortifications of the old 
town in rhodes. wear your shining armour, as you stroll down 
the avenue of the Knights and down to their lodgings, the inns 
of the tongues. relax in corfu, where sissi, empress elizabeth 
of austria, kept the achillion, a summer retreat named after 
achilles, her favourite hero. discover the magnificent old town 
of ioannina, with the imposing monuments, the colourful neigh-
bourhoods and the famous silver workshops. wander along 
the quay of volos and seize the opportunity to savour the locally 
produced spirit (tsipouro) while indulging in delectable seafood 
dishes in a warm traditional setting. climb up to the imposing 
palamidi castle that dominates the city of nafplio; don’t miss the 
picturesque fortress of Bourtzi that arises from the sea. absorb 
the exotic mix of venetian and ottoman buildings, as you round 

about in one of the delightful streets of chania’s old town. visit 
the archaeological museum of iraklio, one of the most impor-
tant museums in Greece; there you can see most of the unique 
treasures of the minoan civilization unearthed at Knossos, 
phaistos, malia and other sites. 

enough with sightseeing! simply enjoy the good life. party hard 
with the locals at the annual patras carnival. wear a costume, 
climb up a colourful float, and join the Great sunday parade. trek 
hidden trails and uncover nature-made marvels at the vikos-
aoos national park in epirus. in Kastoria, follow the lakeside road 
and enjoy the breathtaking view; boating in the lake of Kastoria 
is an unprecedented experience. hang about the waterfront to-
wards thessaloniki’s emblematic white tower. smell the aroma 
of exotic spices in the open-air meat and vegetable modiano 
market and then go for a coffee at ano poli, the old quarter of 
the city. dine out- a simple meal may well be a real gastronomic 
experience. olive oil, the protagonist of the Greek diet, elevates 
every dish. ask for feta cheese in your ubiquitous Greek salad; it 
has gained the same protected status as parma ham and cham-
pagne. taste the avgotaraho of messolonghi (a distinctive fish 
roe), the organic red saffron grown in Kozani, or the mastic, the 
aromatic resin which thrives in chios. sip the great wine from 
one of Greece’s twenty “appellations of origin of superior qual-
ity”. the unique local tastes guarantee that you are in for many 
culinary surprises during your stay in Greece.

wherever you Go, you will Be 
spoiled for choice. you will 
enjoy a Great experience Body, 
mind and soul. relax and have 
fun all day lonG.

corfu island - achilleion patra's carnival

chania, crete
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the starlit sKy 
forms the perfect 
BacKdrop.

follow the Greeks, as they express 
their undeniable zest for life and pur-
sue their passion for music, drama, 
dance, and the silver screen. what-
ever you do, don’t miss the annual 
hellenic festival. just below the 
floodlighted acropolis, the odeon 
of herodes atticus (odeion), host to 
the festival, showcases a top line-
up of local and international music, 
dance and theatre. from la divina 
maria callas, to herbert von Karajan 
and leonard Bernstein, from ru-
dolph nureyev and margot fonteyn, 
to maurice Béjart and sylvie Guil-
lem, form josé carreras, placido 
domingo, and luciano pavarotti to 
elton john, diana ross and jean 
michel jarre, anyone launched into 
superstardom has performed in the 
stage formed beneath the theatre’s 
roman arches. for the young and 
the young at heart, there is always 
something going on. Bob dylan, 
ray charles, deep purple, sarah 
vaughan and massive attack have 
all performed at the lycabettus 
theatre.

catch a concert or an opera at the athens concert hall (megaro 
moussikis) where world-class Greek and international artists 
perform at its state-of-the-art stage. the Greek national op-
era has produced and hosted many acclaimed performances 
at the olympia and acropol theatres. a literal artistic palace, 
the pallas theatre has become an inviting home for music and 
dance lovers. 

up north, the thessaloniki concert hall, matches the inter-
national and local repertoire of its athens twin. catch a the-
atre play. from athens, home to more than 200 theatres, to 
thessaloniki and its overarching national theatre of northern 
Greece, to the regional and municipal theatres all over the 
country you  can see everything, from sophocles and Beckett, 
to Karagiozis shadow theatre (a puppet and fictional character 
of Greek folklore) and political revue. 

a more discreet yet no less impressive assortment of ancient 
Greek drama and modern theatre is presented at the ancient 
world-renowned theatre of epidaurus, second home of the 
hellenic festival. in case you are sitting up on the last 55th row, 
do not worry. its acoustics remain unparalleled. the little the-
atre of epidaurus, with its musical july festival and its quirkier 
stage productions, has acquired quite a following.

the odeon of herodes atticus the “pallas” theatre at voukourestiou street

the theatre of epidaurus
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Greek film has picked up pace. thessaloniki’s international film 
festival has gained recognition as southeast europe’s pre-emi-
nent forum for the screening of new films; more than 150 films 
compete for the prestigious awards every year. with a tradition 
that spans from the oscar-studded performance of Katina pax-
inou in “for whom the Bell tolls”, to elia Kazan’s hollywood reign, 
to Kostas Gavras’ oscar winning “z” and michalis Kakogiannis’ 
oscar-packed “zorba the Greek”, Greek dazzled america and eu-
rope alike.

from ardas to vyronas (an athens’ suburb), to corfu, thessa-
loniki, philippi, folegandros, xanthi, nafplio, samothraki, volos, 
crete, festivals abound, especially during the long Greek sum-
mer. in Kos, the castle of Knights and the odeon open their 
doors to the hippocrates festival, named after the father of mod-
ern medicine who was born on the island. put on your dancing 
shoes even if you won’t take part at the Kalamata international 
dance festival. Get up to the evocative sounds of klarino (clari-
net) and dance, in a circle, the traditional pogonisios (dance from 
the epirus region) at the ioannina international folk festival.

wherever you go, listen to the music play; rebetika (referred to 
as the Greek blues), and laika (urban folk music), in tavernas, 
dimotika and nisiotika (regional folk music of the mainland and 
the islands) in panigyria, r&B in funky restaurants, jazz, latin, 

alternative rock in clubs and venues around the country. Greeks 
swear by the music of outstanding composers mikis theodora-
kis, the late manos hadjidakis, and the entechno (artistic) tradition 
that they generated. while nana mouskouri and demis roussos 
became international icons, the oscar winner vangelis wrote the 
inspiring film score for the “chariots of fire”. take it easy or pump 
up the volume. the nightclub scene welcomes night owls, with 
celebrated djs regularly setting the dance board on fire. watch 
the latest blockbuster or art house flick in an open-air, under the 
stars, summer cinema, that only in Greece one can enjoy. feel the 
breeze on your face and smell the fuschia-coloured bougainvil-
lea siding the projection screen. whatever you do, stay up. do not 
miss a night out for the world.

orfeo - olympus festival 

streetdance

Kiri te Kanawa - dimitria festival

the athens concert hallthessaloniki international film festival
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athens itself is a city transformed. the 2004 
athens olympic Games, the widely acknowl-
edged “unforgettable, dream games” left a new 
important legacy: transportation infrastruc-
ture of a new era, green parks and squares, 
world-class sports facilities and a gleaming, 
calatrava-inspired olympic sports complex. 
the olympic cities of athens, thessaloniki, 
patras, iraklio, and volos were revamped, re-
furbished, cleaned up. the rio-antirrio Bridge, 
an engineering masterpiece, is celebrated as 
one of the world’s longest cable-stayed bridge. 
from the neoclassical renovation surge to the 
well-designed face-lift of grey and graying fa-
çades to the creation of post- modern struc-
tures, the new aesthetic has sprawled from 
the centre to the periphery. 

the opportunity now is to showcase Greece’s 
rich cultural heritage in evolutionary buildings 
- a fine example of which is the new acropo-
lis museum - and combine it with the age-old 
tradition. take a virtual walk down the ancient 
agora at the futuristic cultural centre of the 
foundation of the hellenic world. the trend 
now is rescuing urban, derelict places from 

the sea of cement and transforming them into 
new and vibrant exhibition spaces. situated in 
”Gazi” (district of athens), named after the old 
gas factory next to Kerameikos, “technopolis” 
stands amidst chimneys, enormous caul-
drons, funnels and disused ovens. a “factory” 
for the arts, it regularly furnishes out exhibi-
tions, open-air jazz, rock and theatre perfor-
mances, rave nights and parties. no space is 
off-limits. the national Glyptotheque houses 
its vast collection in Goudi, in one of the reno-
vated buildings of the old royal stables. every 
space is accessible. the national Bank’s 
headquarters were redesigned to include a 
glass ground floor, when the archaeological 
mattock unearthed the acharnai gate of the 
athenian wall circuit. the transforming mood 
has even gone underground. the athens met-
ro resembles more of a museum. many of the 
archaeological finds unearthed at the time of 
construction are exhibited in the syntagma, 
akropoli, evangelismos, monastiraki, pane-
pistimio and egaleo stations, together with a 
pantheon of the works of modern Greek paint-
ers and sculptors. 

the GreeK spirit, a force of creativity and 
renewal throuGhout Greece’s lonG history, 
has yet aGain transformed the cultural 
landscape.

national Gallery

athens metro the olympic stadium of athens
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art Gallery - museum alexandros soutzos. take notice of the gallery’s 
prized paintings by el Greco who is perhaps the most famous Greek paint-
er of all times. immerse yourself in the inspiring works of 20th century 
Greek masters, Ghika, parthenis, lytras, maleas, volanakis and moralis. 
Go to the Benaki museum and visit Greece’s oldest and finest private col-
lection. its exquisite displays will travel you from prehistoric times to the 
formation of the modern Greek state. 

a newfound confidence has given a harmonious tempo; a new generation of 
dynamic galleries is becoming visible abroad, exporting homegrown talent. 
“art-athina”, the art fair organized by the hellenic art Galleries association, 
has become a stable and crowd-attracting institution. the former fix Brew-
ery, a tribute to 60’s industrial architecture, is soon to house the extensive 
collections of the national museum of contemporary art. in thessaloniki, the 
state museum of contemporary art organized its own biennial, biennale: 1. 
art buffs regularly head to the macedonian museum of contemporary art, 
the state museum’s autonomous branch, and the contemporary art centre 
of thessaloniki for a whiff of new-media and video art. dynamic photography 
exhibitions are organized by the thessaloniki museum of photography. 

Greece preserves its legacy but at the same time it transforms its symbol-
ism in a modern and fresh way. diverse and often competing forces are 
finding new and original media for expression. this is the future “heritage” 
of Greece worth experiencing today.

art athina

nikolaos lytras
The straw hat

Κonstantinos parthenis
The Harbor of Kalamata 
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